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Thank you Madam Chair:

Please allow me to congratulate you for your election, as well as the
remaining members of the Buro
My delegation agrees with the statement delivered by the Delegation of
Argentina in its capacity as Coordinator of the GRULAC and, thus, it
supports creation of the Panama Administrative Center and continuance
of the Regional Office in Costa Rica. I take the opportunity to welcome
the Republic of Montenegro and Nepal as members of the International
Organization for Migration and, of Qatar Charity as Observer.
Throughout development of this Council we have discussed several
aspects concerning migration. It is of utmost relevance to address
migration issues from a broad and integral perspective that covers
human facets, as well as economic, social and cultural aspects, in a
manner not only restricted to approaches on security.
It is necessary to build concepts on the basis of the migrants’ day-to-day
reality, their problems and needs, together with the underlying reasons
the led them to migrate. The foregoing, with the aim of building solutions
and policies in participative fashion, under the framework of the positive
aspects that result from migration, and the migrants’ contribution to the
society.
Any inter-agency coordination mechanisms should pursue to aid people
in areas actually necessitating such aid and to channel any resources
towards cooperation for protection and assistance to migrants.
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It is necessary to foster actions that encourage development of the
countries of origin, so that migration becomes an option rather than the
means of subsistence. It is convenient to promote ordered and safe
migrations aimed to facilitate family regrouping, the regularization of
migrants and the adoption and implementation of programmes on
temporary migration.
Madam Chair:
Yesterday we heard the Honorable Ambassador of Pakistan, who, in his
capacity as former Chairman of the Council, commented the
Organization Strategy currently discussed. We appreciate the tasks
carried and the report presented to this audience.
Mi country praises the IOM’s timely response to the countries’ needs,
particularly, to Colombia. We consider that any debates on the matter
must take account of the several particularities that feature the
countries’ migration experiences. The above must prevail on the
ongoing strategy review and, especially, on the planning of the
Organization goals for the forthcoming five years.
As we have stated in different forums in connection to the particular
case of Colombia, the IOM performs co-operation programmes on very
sensitive areas of priority to face situations relating migration both within
and outside our borders, which give rise to situations of violence.
My country wishes to continue relying on the assistance flexibly and
efficiently provided by the IOM in emergency and post-emergency
situations. Consequently, I thank the delegations that have made
reference to the IOM’s activities under such contexts.
We have relied on the IOM’s expertise to serve displaced populations
through productive and social projects at their re-location sites; to
reintegrate ex-combatants – minors, in particular – who have been
forced to abandon their places of origin after being recruited by illegal
armed groups; we have witnessed support to programmes aimed to
compensate victims who have abandoned their homes and properties as
a result of the violence. The foregoing, among other areas of national
interest that pursue stabilization of the affected communities that have
been forced to move in the country, and sometimes, beyond its borders.
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We consider that the IOM strategy should remain to include the
mentioned situations that have relied on valuable support from donor
countries, some of which have made express comments in that sense.
Similarly, all valuable and useful studies carried on communities living
abroad and concerning remittances and support to programmes aimed
to prevent trafficking with persons have also being highly relevant for
Colombia.
To conclude, Madam Chair, Colombia considers that all discussions
concerning Strategy or the Organization’s relations vis-à-vis the United
Nations Organization must uphold flexibility, independence, agility and
action capacity as currently enjoyed by the IOM.
Thank you very much
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